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Our Summer Junior Camps offer young learners between the ages of 8 and 18 to learn, socialize, and explore in an 
environment that will prepare them for whatever challenges they may encounter in their future. Students from all over 
the world join us to study English as a Second Language (ESL): general ESL courses and electives through our time-
tested English-based curriculum. Small class sizes, experienced teachers, and varied schedules ensure that our young 
students receive the personalized attention they deserve to help them grow and develop into more responsible adults. 

English for Teens When students choose to live with one of our homestay hosts, they will be placed in an environment that will become a “home 
away from home”. Over 25 years, our network of hosts has grown to include every background and culture. We are able to 
cater to each student wants, needs, and desires form a homestay family. Whether our young students want to live with an 
older couple, in a family, newlyweds, or young college-graduates, we have someone for them. Living in a homestay allows 
students to practice their English in everyday life and participate in a normal family situation. We try to ensure we place a 
student in a room with someone who speaks another language – so they have to speak English! At your request, we can put 
two students together who really need to share, but think about how much more fun and language practice they will get sharing 
with someone that speaks another language. Students should remember that they are both part of a family and a guests at the 
same time and therefore, should help keep their room tidy and make their own beds; who knows, if they do it in the summer, 
they might even start doing it at home!

ZONI LANGUAGE CENTERS is a world leader in international language education. ZONI operates several English 
language schools in the United States, Canada and UK, serving thousands of students from around the world. Zoni is 
dedicated to fostering a unique teaching and learning experience for our diverse student population.

Benefits:

• Officially accredited centers 
• Over 25 years of experience delivering high-quality English language instruction 
• Variety of classes and a flexible schedule to meet your needs
• Highly qualified and experienced teachers who give personalized attention
• Unique teaching system and methodology with premier student service 
• Quality education at a reasonable price

Accommodations:



At Zoni, we understand better than most the anxiety that many parents experience when sending their children to study abroad 
for up to 12 weeks. Therefore, we do our utmost to ensure that the students who are living in our homestays are cared for as 
well as they would be at home. We conduct biannual home inspections, conduct background checks, and administer student 
satisfaction surveys to make sure that our homestay hosts are providing the care and comfort that the Zoni network expects.  
We want to assure all of the families that their trust is not misplaced, and that with Zoni, their children are in good hands. 
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Meals
Breakfast is usually a light meal consisting of cereal, fruit, 
toast, juice or tea. Hosts may ask students to help prepare 
breakfast. Encourage this as it can be a good time of day to 
talk about the future – “What are you doing today?” “What 
time will you be back from school?” 

Lunch is sometimes provided by the host and sometimes by 
the teaching center. At weekends, students have lunch with 
their homestay hosts or get a packed lunch from their hosts 
if they are going on an excursion. 

Dinner: Students have dinner with their hosts. Dinner is 
generally served between 17:30 and 19:00 hours. This is a 
great time to sit down and talk. 

Special Diets: We may be able to cater for special diets 
such as halal, kosher, lactose-free or gluten-free, subject to 
availability. Any dietary requirements must be brought to our 
attention at the time of booking but cannot be guaranteed. 
Just ask, and we will see what we can do to help. 

Showers/Baths 
All students have access to a bath or shower at least once a 
day. Their hosts will show students how the shower works. 

Transportation to and from School 
Hosts will help students to find their way to and from school 
on their first day and will show them how to use public 
transport if necessary. The journey time will depend on the 
location of the homestay. Most hosts are located a short bus 
or train ride from the school.

Activities & Excursions

Students participate in afternoon activities Monday—Friday. 
Afternoon activities are a part of the Junior Program package 
and are therefore compulsory. Evening and weekend activities 
are also offered to all students and are optional; students will 
be charged for the fees associated with the activities they 
choose. Zoni offers at least one free or low-cost activity option 
every evening. Please refer to the sample calendar for an 
idea of the activities we offer.

Afternoon Activities
Included in the Junior English Program package

Evening Activities

Optional 
Multiple options offered every evening 
At least one free or low cost activity available every evening.
Some evening activities may cost money.

Saturday Activities

Optional 
Saturday activities do have fees associated with participation. 
Students who do not wish to participate in Saturday optional 
activities can enjoy hanging out with other Zoni students and 
staff on and around campus 

Sunday Excursions
Full-day Sunday excursions are included in the Junior 
package according to the campus selection
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801.1 — Survival English 
801.2 — 3 Way Conversation
801.3 — Paths to Everyday Conversation Course 

802.1 — Integrated Communication Skills I
802.2 — Integrated Communication Skills IICourse
802.3 — Integrated Communication Skills IIICourse
802.4 — Integrated Communication Skills IVCourse  

803.1 — Grammar & Conversation I Course
802.2 — Grammar & Conversation II Course 
803.3 — Expressions for Real Life Situations
803.4 — Dynamic Reading
803.5 — Interactive Writing

804.1/804.2 — Advanced Listening and Speaking I & II
805.1/805.2 — Advanced Vocabulary/Idioms I & II
806.1/806.2 — Advanced Reading and Writing I & II

807.1/807.2 — Academic English I & II
808.1/808.2 — Oral Presentation Skills I & II
809.1/809.2 — Interactive Vocabulary I & II
810.1/810.2 — Academic Writing and Rhetoric I & II
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Before you Apply
1. Know when you want to start classes!
2. Decide in which Zoni school and in which program or 

course you want to enroll.
3. Decide how long you would like to study at Zoni 

Language Centers.
4. If you are applying for a visa to study in the United 

States or for a Study Permit to study in Vancouver, 
Canada, the length of study will probably determine the 
length of the visa or permit.

5. Select your housing accommodations. Advance 
reservations are strongly recommended!

How to Apply
1. Contact your Zoni Representative or reach us at 

agent@zoni.com and submit the application.
2. As soon as we receive your application, one of our staff 

members will contact you with course confirmations and 
other details.
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USA - New York
For the more adventurous and enterprising students, our New York Summer Camp is a truly unique experience. Our students 
are able to experience the cultural melting pot that is New York while being watched after by some of the world’s most 
experienced and accomplished instructors. By studying in such a multicultural environment, our students gain the expertise 
they will undoubtedly need when working and interacting with the increasingly multicultural and international world.

Program Specifications
• Ages 8 - 18
• Class Sizes of 12 

• Interactive Campus 
Amenities

• Weekly Activities
• Premium Homestay 

Accommodations
• 20 hours of class per week
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USA - Miami
Students who come to learn in our Youth Program in Miami will truly come to understand the meaning of a summer program. 
With the campus being located a mere block from the world famous South Beach, our young learners will have more to do than 
they could have ever imagined. From volleyball on the beach, to swimming and scuba lessons, to trips to Disneyland, Miami 
transforms into a true wonderland for young students, and helps bring out the child in all of us.

Program Specifications
• Ages 8 - 18
• Class Sizes of 12 

• Interactive Campus 
Amenities

• Weekly Activities
• Premium Homestay 

• Accommodations
• 20 hours of class per week 
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22 West 34th Street, New York, NY 10001
Tel: (212) 736-9000 | contact@zoni.com

www.zoni.edu
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